WELCOME

Open House 2014
your road to endless opportunities begins here
Undergraduate Courses
BS Mathematics
BS/M Applied Mathematics
Major in Mathematical Finance

Graduate Courses
M Mathematics
MS Mathematics
MS Mathematics Education
PhD Mathematics
BS Mathematics (4 years)

Offers solid foundation in pure mathematics with extensive exposure to applied areas.
BS/M Applied Mathematics
Major in Mathematical Finance (5 years)
Offers a rigorous foundation in mathematical finance. It is designed with leading practitioners in major financial institutions.
OUR AWARDS

COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

PHILIPPINE ACCREDITING ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (PAASCU) LEVEL 4
OUR RESEARCH AREAS

ALGEBRAIC COMBINATORICS
Design Theory, Coding Theory, Graph Theory, Group Theory

ANALYSIS AND FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS
Forecasting Models, Actuarial Science, Options, Risk Management, Valuations of Financial Derivatives

COMPUTING AND MATHEMATICAL MODELING
Interdisciplinary Applications of Mathematics, Nonlinear and Complex Phenomena, Evolutionary Games and Dynamics

MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Mathematics Teaching Education, Cognition, Uses of Technology in Mathematics Teaching and Learning, Cultural Studies in Mathematics, Students Achievement in Mathematics
03
FULL-TIME
FACULTY MEMBERS
23
PhD DEGREE HOLDERS
12
MS DEGREE HOLDERS
1
BS DEGREE HOLDER
36

Part-Time
Faculty Members
3

METROBANK
OUTSTANDING TEACHERS
DOST OUTSTANDING YOUNG SCIENTIST AWARDS
1 NATIONAL SCIENTIST OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES
ELVIE DE LARA-TUPRIO
2010 FINEX Outstanding Finance Educator
MA. LOUISE ANTONETTE DELAS PEÑAS

2011 NRCP Research Achievement Awardee
IAN JUNE GARCES
Team Leader
*International Mathematical Olympiad – Philippine Team*